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BIDPA Mandate

The Institute's mandate remains deﬁned by the ﬁve components of Institutional Capacity
Building; Economic Research and Policy Analysis; Professional Training; Networking and Public
Education; and Dissemination and Publication. As such, the focus of BIDPA work is informed
by the Institute's mandate as deﬁned in the Deed of Trust that established the institution.

VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND OBJECTIVES

Vision
To be a globally competitive policy research institute.
Mission Statement
To be a centre of excellence that provides policy research, analysis, advice and capacity building.

Corporate Values
The following set of values drive the operations of the institute:
•

Professionalism: Education, Relevant skills, Dedication, Team Spirit, Competency and
Commitment

•

Integrity: Ethical Behavior, Credibility, Appreciation, Trust and Transparency

•

Competitiveness: Effectiveness, Efﬁciency, Timely delivery, Quality Products/Services,
Pro-activeness and Dynamism
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CORPORATE PROFILE

T

he Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis (BIDPA) is an independent trust
set up by a Presidential Decree. It started operations in 1995 as a non-government
policy research institute. BIDPA focuses mainly on Policy Research and Analysis, and
Capacity Building in policy analysis.

CORPORATE PROFILE

BIDPA Objectives:

•

To promote and conduct research, analysis and publication on development policy issues
of relevance to Botswana and the Southern African region.

•

To monitor the performance of the Botswana economy and the management of public
policy implementation, especially with regard to the implications for economic and social
development.

•

To offer advice and consultancy services to agencies of Government and other clients
under suitable contractual and other arrangements.

•

To provide technical and ﬁnancial assistance, directly or indirectly, to individuals and
organizations in Botswana as deemed desirable for purposes of facilitating policy
analysis.

•

To assist professional training and public education of Botswana citizens in matters
relating to policy analysis, and encourage collaboration between expatriates and local
professionals in these matters in ways that build or augment national capacities for
performance and understanding of policy analysis.

•

To employ staff members who will themselves, or jointly with other organizations or
qualiﬁed people, carry out research, consultancy, training and education projects,
including arrangement and management of contractual relationships designed to
facilitate such activities by persons afﬁliated with the Institute.

•

To present or publish, as the case may be, the outcome of its policy analysis, orally or in
writing, to individuals, organizations or the general public at large.

•

To mobilize and administer funds to be used for achievement of the objectives and
performance of the functions of the Institute
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014/15 was another momentous ﬁnancial
year in the existence of BIDPA. The
Institute pursues its mandate of policy
research and analysis; promotion of capacity
building in policy analysis and promotion of
policy dialogue through delivering consultancy
services and supply-driven research initiated
by the Institute. Outputs to these undertakings
include production and dissemination of
publications, seminars and other public forums.
As will be evident from this annual report, the
Institute has delivered on each one of these
products and services during the ﬁnancial year
2014-15, and hence, has achieved its overall
mandate.

FOREWORD

by the Chairman

Foreword by the Chairpe

BIDPA’s mandate is to provide policy
on economic and social issues in
this mandate, the Institute has to
products and services, including de
(consultancies), supply-driven (indep
information dissemination through
(publications, seminars and confere
I am happy that in the current year,
able to deliver on each of these req
from the number of supply- and de
publications and public forums unde
Such optimum balance has been m
three years. It is our view as the BID
that BIDPA outputs are relevant for
in Botswana and that they will go
policy dialogue and formulation goin

While the Institute has successfu

mandate, it has been confronted w
Senior Research Fellow level; due to inability
that have slowed down its rate of
to attract international experts or locals desired
withstate. A key challenge is that
uncompetitive pay packages, the Ins
to fillTo
some of its Senior Resea
relevant research skills and experience.
impacting negatively on the provisio
affected areas of research. This ha
address this problem, the Institute has embarked
by the general lack of qualified
for some of the specialized areas
on developing internal capacity through acting
at the Institute. To address this prob
assignments. While this program is bearing embarked
fruit, a mentoring program
researchers trained at PhD level
it will take time for the situation to normalize
acting Senior Research Fellows as a
capacity for substantive appointmen
given that on-the-job training takes years
toin the future. I am happy t
Fellows
program, which is in its third year, ha
achieve the desired results.
of success.

Let me take this opportunity to th

During the 2014/15 ﬁnancial year, the Institute
continued to implement ﬁve-year strategic
plan, which was ﬁrst implemented during the
2011-2012 ﬁnancial year, and thus is nearing
its completion. The strategic plan is aimed at
increasing supply-driven research (independent
work initiated by the Institute) to strengthen
BIDPA’s delivery of its think-tank mandate,
so as to achieve an optimum balance between
consultancy services and independent work.
Since the adoption of the strategic plan, BIDPA
has achieved a lot in increasing its supply-driven
outputs as can be evidenced in the increase in
the Institute publications. I believe that such
publications will play a pivotal role in reshaping
future policy dialogue in Botswana.

of Botswana for its continued c
Secondly, BIDPA’s funding for long-term training
the Institute and for allowing it to
independent policy research and a
has dried-out since the African Capacity Building
to our other partners such as n
development partners for their con
Foundation (ACBF), which funded the Institute
Institute. It is my strong view that yo
training programmes from1995 to 2012, for
is the
noInstitute to continue to b
deliver on its mandate.
longer funding BIDPA. Since BIDPA requires
highly qualiﬁed staff, trained at PhD level, to
………………………..………
effectively advance its mandate, this situation
Maria Machailo-Ellis
is a threat to the Institute’s sustainability. The
Institute continues to engage Government
Botswana Institute for
on this
a durable solution to
Developmentto
Policy device
Analysis
4 matter
2013 - 2014 Annual Report
address this challenge.

For their continued commitment to the
Institute, I would like to recognise the efforts of
my colleagues in the BIDPA board of trustees.
I also extend my gratitude to the Government
of Botswana for its continued commitment to
provide funding to BIDPA and allowing it the
space to conduct independent policy analysis on
social and economic issues affecting the country.
I also thank non-state actors and development
partners for their continued collaboration with
the Institute. Without such support, BIDPA
would not have been that successful in achieving
its mandate.

These achievements notwithstanding, the
Institute continued to face some challenges that
have adversely affected its performance, and
serve as a threat to its long-term sustainability.
Firstly, due to uncompetitive pay packages,
the Institute continues to experience high
staff attrition rates. In 2014/15, BIDPA lost
experienced staff to the local market, particularly
to parastatal organizations. This adversely affects
performance in that experienced replacements
cannot be readily found in the market. This
situation has resulted in high vacancy rates at

………………………..…………..
Maria Machailo-Ellis
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BIDPA has been implementing its strategic plan for the
past four years. The key thrust of the strategic plan is to
enhance the Institute’s provision of its think tank mandate
through promoting an increase in supply-driven research.
A lot of progress has been made in the last four years
as evident from the increase in the number of supply
side outputs, such as publications and public forums,
undertaken by the Institute.

Overview

OVERVIEW

Executive Director’s Overview

For the year under review, the Institute produced a total
of 18 publications, which will go a long way in serving
as reference material for influencing current and future
policy dialogue, as well as policy formulation, in Botswana.
Most of the Institute’s publications for the current and
past financial years have been uploaded on its website for
free access by all our stakeholders. Hard copies are also
available from our library. I therefore urge stakeholders
to visit our website and library to access our various
publications.

by Executive Director

H

On behalf of BIDPA management and staff, I wish to thank
BIDPA’s Board of Trustees for their continued provision
of guidance and leadership to the Institute. I also wish to
thank BIDPA staff, which has worked tirelessly to ensure
that the Institute achieves its mandate. I am also grateful
to the Botswana Government and its various agencies
for continued support to the Institute, as well as nonstate actors and development partners for various forms
of partnerships that have contributed positively to the
BIDPA mandate.

aving been set up in 1995, the Botswana
the Institute’s library.
Institute for Development Policy
Analysis turned twenty years in the 2015
Thirdly, BIDPA collaborated with its partners
calendar year. During the 2014-15 ﬁnancial
to host ﬁve conferences during the year – the
year, the Institute continued to advance its key
key objectives of such conferences being to
strategic objective of strengthening its thinkdisseminate research ﬁndings and to engage
..............................................................
thank mandate. To propel the Institute, a number
in Ph.D
policy dialogues. As will be seen, these
Tebogo B. Seleka,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
of deliverables were met during the ﬁnancial
conferences covered a number of development
year. Firstly, the Institute embarked on a number
issues such as economic diversiﬁcation, livestock
of demand-driven research projects. These
competitiveness, livestock Production, health
projects include A Position Paper on US-Africa
ﬁnancing, and climate change. This demonstrates
Relations; the Study on Mining and Economic
continued commitment of the Institute to
Diversiﬁcation in Botswana; Diagnostic Study
contribute to social and economic development
for Social Upliftment in Botswana; a Study to
in Botswana.
Develop an Agricultural Investment Plan. It is
my view that these studies will inﬂuence public
On behalf of BIDPA management and staff, I
policy discourse in Botswana, as well as in a
wish to convey my sincere gratitude to members
broader African context.
of the BIDPA
Board
of Trustees for their
Botswana Institute
for
Development Policy Analysis
5
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continued support in providing
oversight and
Secondly, the Institute produced a total of
leadership at both policy and strategy levels. I
18 publications during the review period.
also wish to thank the Government of Botswana
These are published in different outlets
and its various agencies, non-state actors and
such as working papers series, policy briefs,
development partners for their continued
books and book chapters, journal articles and
support to the Institute. Without the support
conference proceedings. It is my strong view
we received for all of you, BIDPA would not have
that publications are an important component
realised the achievements it has in the past year.
of BIDPA’s deliverables as they can be used as
Last, but not least, I wish to thank BIDPA staff,
reference material for current and future policy
which has aligned its activities to the broader
research and dialogue. Therefore, while they
strategy on the Institute and worked tirelessly
may not have an immediate impact on public
to ensure that we achieve set targets.
policy, such publications may be used to redirect
public policy debate going forward. I therefore
urge our stakeholders to visit the BIDPA website
.......................................................
to access any publication they ﬁnd relevant for
Tebogo B. Seleka, Ph.D
their use. Hard copies may also be sourced from
T. B. Seleka, Ph.D
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Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees, constituted in terms
of the Deed of Trust of 1995, is responsible
for the policy direction that the Institute
takes from time to time. The Board is
vested with the authority and responsibility
to exercise control over all the activities
conducted by the Institute. During the
2014/15 ﬁnancial year, there were seven
(7) members of the Board of Trustees, ﬁve
of whom are representatives of institutions
from the Government of Botswana (Ministry
of Finance and Development Planning),
University of Botswana, Bank of Botswana,
and Botswana Confederation of Commerce,
Industry and Manpower (BOCCIM). The
other two were representatives of civil
society and research professionals. The
Executive Director is an ex-ofﬁcio member
and Secretary to the Board.

The Board has three sub-committees namely
the Finance and Audit Committee, Tenders
and Procurement Committee and the newly
constituted Human Resource Committee.
All these Committees are constituted of
serving members of the Board of Trustees as
well as, where it necessary to do so, external
members to augment the specialised skills
required to address more technical issues
that arise from time to time.
Management Committee
The BIDPA Management Committee
comprises the Executive Director (E.D)
(chair of the Management Committee),
the Programme Coordinator (secretary of
the Management Committee), the Human
Resources Manager, the Chief Librarian,
the Finance Administrator, the Information
Technology Manager and all Senior Research
Fellows. Appointed by the Board of
Trustees, the ED has everyday management
responsibility for all the activities of the
Institute.
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GOVERNANCE

T

he Institute continued to improve on
its governance proﬁle by applying
internationally accepted best practices
in governance. A new Board Committee
to deal with human resources and related
matters was instituted and established.
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Through its library and information
technology resources, BIDPA has been
able to extend its information services to
a wider audience. The library collection
emphasizes the following subject areas:
Agricultural Economics; Development
Economics; Financial Economics; Gender;
Globalization; Governance and Civil
Society; HIV/AIDS; Income Distribution;
Policy Making; Poverty; Private Sector/
Privatization; Public Administration; and
Research & Statistical Methods.
BIDPA library has in the recent past
hosted the Botswana Development
Information Centre (BDIC) which was a
World Bank partnership initiative with local
development agencies meant to facilitate
access to development information and
resources sharing. The BDIC was a one

stop centre which offered development
information in print, electronic and online
formats. As a result of this partnership, the
library served as World Bank repository
for both print and electronic information
resources. This initiative has added a great
deal of value to the library collections,
particularly in terms of development
information.
The BIDPA website (http://www.bidpa.bw)
continues to be an important reference site
for both students and researchers locally
and internationally. The website has been
reformed and structured in a way that
makes accessing information easy and user
friendly.
In addition to making policy materials readily
available via the website, the library has
content sharing arrangements with other
organizations such as the South African
Institute for International Affairs (SAIIA)
and the British Library for Development
Studies (BLDS). These partnerships have
resulted in enhanced web presence and
remarkable visibility of the Institute as
BIDPA research outputs become available
through multiple digital platforms.
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B

IDPA has a sound infrastructure,
housed in the BIDPA House at
Kgale View, Plot 134, Gaborone
International Finance Park. BIDPA House
includes two seminar rooms and an
automated research library that provides
access to internet and a range of specialized
electronic databases.

RESEARCH & POLICY

DEMAND-DRIVEN RESEARCH
BIDPA undertook a number of demand
driven research activities in the just elapsed
ﬁnancial year. At the time of reporting, the
projects were at several stages of progress:
Completed Projects
1. US/Africa Relations: Southern Africa
Position Paper
BIDPA was contracted to prepare a position
paper on the assessment of US-Africa
Relations with a speciﬁc focus on the
Sothern Africa Region. The paper provided
a concise analysis of the state and evolution,
as well as challenges, opportunities and
possibilities for mutually beneﬁcial USSouthern Africa Relations. The high proﬁle
Africa wide project aimed to inform the
US-Africa Summit, which was held on 4-6th
August 2014. The project contributed
to the development of the wider Africa
Position in terms of deﬁning the Africa
development priorities that should be
given priority in US-Africa relations. The
project was commissioned by the Africa
Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF). The
wider project was undertaken in Africa
among the Francophone West Africa;
Anglophone West Africa; East Africa and
the Horn; Southern Africa; North Africa;
and Central Africa, through key policy Think
Tanks in Africa, with BIDPA undertaking
the Southern Africa component. Regional
papers were presented and disseminated
at a workshop held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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on the 18-19th July, 2014.
2. Study on Mining and Diversiﬁcation
(Post Diamond Study)
This project was commissioned by Botswana
Confederation of Commerce, Industry and
Manpower (BOCCIM) with funding from
the African Development Bank (ADB). The
project was divided into three components.
The ﬁrst component sought to estimate
Botswana’s mineral production, export
and revenues. The second component
modelled the implications of the changes in
revenue and how the government needs to
adjust. The third component analyzed the
Botswana’s diversiﬁcation experience and
undertook a comparative analysis of the
costs of doing business between Botswana,
SADC countries and three comparator
countries. The ﬁnal report was presented
to stakeholders at a national dissemination
conference held in Gaborone on the 13th
November, 2014.
3.
Coordination,
Facilitation
and
Management of BOCCIM 13th Annual
Conference
BIDPA won the tender to coordinate,
facilitate and manage the BOCCIM 13th
National Business Conference (NBC). The
theme of the conference was, which was held
in Maun, in November 2014 was: Opening
Botswana to the World’-Attracting exports?
What measures need to be put in place to
assure openness, competitiveness and a
diversiﬁed export base?The conference

4. BIFM Quarterly Economic Review
BIDPA was engaged by Botswana Insurance
Fund Management (BIFM) to prepare
quarterly economic reviews. The main
objective of the reviews was to keep track of
developments in the Botswana’s economy
and review the behaviour of key economic
variables and evaluate future prospects. The
speciﬁc objectives of the project were to:
review the overall and sectoral performance
of the economy; compare the performance
of the Botswana economy with the rest of
the world; review inﬂation, monetary policy
and trends in inﬂation and future prospects;
determine credit growth; determine trends
in the balance of payments – international
trade and provide an economic outlook. The
reviews were published by BIFM and widely
circulated to stakeholders.
5. Budget Analysis Training for Members
of Parliament
BIDPA has provided training to Members

of Parliament on Budget Analysis in
collaboration with the Ministry of
Finance and Development Planning and
the Botswana Parliament. The elements
covered by this training included the
Deﬁnitional context of the national budget;
Role of MPs in driving development; Role of
MPs in the national budget; Prioritisation
process versus development challenges;
Consolidated funds and development
allocations; Ministry allocations for the
consolidated fund estimates, Ministry
allocations for the development fund
estimates, Priority Project allocation, funds
utilisation; Total expenditure and revenue
projections and past performance; and
Fiscal policy stance and budget outcome
(Revised, Actual and Projections).
6. ACBF ACIR Country Policy and
Institutional Assessment
BIDPA was appointed by the Africa
Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF)
to conduct the Country Policy and
Institutional Assessment (CPIA) to assess
the quality of Botswana’s present policy and
institutional framework. BIDPA speciﬁcally
conducted the CPIA to assess the quality of
Botswana’s present policy and institutional
framework. The exercise is undertaken
annually across African Countries and it
informs the development of the Africa
Capacity
Indicators
Report
(ACIR)
published annually by the ACBF where an
assessment of emerging issues for policy
on capacity development among African
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theme was based on six basic economic
and policy questions; Is Botswana an Open
Economy? Is Botswana internationally
competitive as a location for investment?
Has Botswana been receiving signiﬁcant
levels of FDI and in which sectors? Has
Botswana diversiﬁed its export base? What
are the consequences of failing to diversity
BIDPA has since submitted the required
deliverable, namely the conference
report, resolutions and post-conference
implementation plan to BOCCIM.

RESEARCH & POLICY

countries are identiﬁed. The ACIR aims to
develop indicators for tracking progress over
time, allow comparability and give a sense
of assessments of results being achieved in
capacity development in Africa.
7. The NSO Social Upliftment Diagnostic
Study
The National Strategy Ofﬁce (NSO), engaged
BIDPA to undertake a diagnostic study on
Social Upliftment. The Social Uplitment
thematic study is one of four such studies
commissioned by the NSO, the others being
Economy and Employment, Sustainable
Development and Governance, Safety
and Security, which were all prepared as
part of the process of drafting the Vision
2036 Framework. The Social Upliftment
study critically reviewed social upliftment
programmes in Botswana, including policies
that have been put forward to guide the
social upliftment thematic area. The speciﬁc
objectives of the study were to: undertake
a detailed analysis of Botswana’s relative
strengths and opportunities in social
upliftment programmes; identify social
upliftment programmes bottlenecks and
challenges that will confront Botswana now
and in the future; identify feasible solutions
to be implemented; and ﬁnally develop an
implementation framework and a monitoring
plan.

ONGOING PROJECTS
1. Competitive Small Holder Livestock in
Botswana
The main objective of the study was to provide
an opportunity for African and international
scientists and the broader stakeholder groups
in the livestock production sector to assess
the level of competitiveness in livestock
production systems and to improve the
livelihoods of livestock farmers, especially
smallholder farmers with emphasis on
Southern Africa. The study provided answers
to various questions around the following
thematic areas: measures of competitiveness
in smallholder livestock production and
policy advocacy; market access and
utilisation; the role of collective action in
enhancing competitiveness of smallholder
livestock farmers; governments’ role in the
provision of livestock support services; and
economics of animal health and trade in the
competitiveness of smallholder livestock
production systems. It is hoped that at the
end of the study, there would be speciﬁc
recommendations for the key questions
and how to enhance competitiveness of
smallholder farmers so that they participate
more in markets and hence improve their
livelihoods. The study is done in collaboration
with the International Livestock Research
Centre
2. Open Budget Index 2015
The Botswana Institute for Development
Policy Analysis (BIDPA) conducted the
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3. Comprehensive African Agriculture
Development
Programme
(CAADP)
Stocktaking and Preparation of Agriculture
Investment in Botswana
Over the years, the agricultural sector has
not performed as expected, failing to meet
sector targets in the successive national
development plans (NDPs). It is primarily
for this reason that GoB has decided to
adopt the CAADP process in planning for
the agricultural sector so as to improve
the performance of the sector and thereby
meet the targets set for the sector in the

NDPs. BIDPA was tasked to undertake a
study under the Comprehensive African
Agriculture
Development
Programme
(CAADP). This programme is an initiative by
the Government of Botswana (GoB) to adopt
the CAADP principles and guidelines in its
development planning for the agricultural
sector. The CAADP process is not a parallel
process to national agricultural development.
It is thus not meant to replace the national
development
planning
process
that
Botswana has followed since independence.
Instead, CAADP is meant to complement the
current planning process with the view of
making agricultural development plans more
meaningful, and effective in order to attain
better results. The objectives of CAADP
ﬁt very well with Botswana’s national
agricultural policy objectives of reducing
poverty and raising agricultural productivity
and production.
4. Study to Review and Align Economic
Policies Strategies and Laws in Botswana
The Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI)
engaged BIDPA to undertake a review,
with a view on alignment of economic
policies, institutions, strategies and laws in
Botswana. The rationale of the review is to
identify fragmentation, uncoordinated and
overlapping mandates and inefﬁciencies
and duplication found in these policies,
strategies, laws and institutions. The report
provides recommendations to address
these challenges. The review considered
ﬁve functional areas; export development
and promotion; investment promotion;

13
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Open Budget Survey 2015. The survey,
was a collaborative effort carried out
in 85 countries in conjunction with the
International Budget Partnership (IBP),
which is based in Washington, D.C. The Open
Budget Survey 2015 assessed a number
of indicators of budget openness including
budget transparency, and public participation
and accountability in government budgets.
The aims of the process include analyzing,
evaluating, and comparing public budget
transparency in three speciﬁc dimensions;
a) Whether central governments gave the
public access to budget information, b)
Whether the public had opportunities to
participate in the budget process and c) The
ability of legislatures and auditors to hold
their governments accountable. In order to
measure the overall commitment of the 85
countries to budget transparency, and to
allow for comparisons among countries, the
IBP created the Open Budget Index 2015
(OBI 2015) from the survey.

RESEARCH & POLICY

productivity,
standards
and
quality
improvement; private sector development;
and
entrepreneurship
and
business
development.
5. Value Chain Analysis in Emerging Sectors
(Meat - Piggery, Goats and Poultry; dairy
and leather)
BIDPA is undertaking a project titled
Value Chain Analysis in Emerging Sectors
in collaboration with consultants from
Greece, HCL Consultants and other local
consultants. The project involves a study on
the development of emerging value chains
in order to develop them in the framework
of the Private Sector Development (PSD)
initiative of under the Centre Development
Enterprise (CDE). The study is supported by
the CDE of the European Union and its main
objective is to develop the emerging value
chains so that they meaningfully contribute
to the economy of Botswana. The project
aims at doing this by identifying bottlenecks
along the value chains and measures that
can be undertaken in order to remove these
bottlenecks.
6. ACBF 2014 Strategic Studies
The African Capacity Building Foundation
(ACBF), has commissioned research on
Strategic Studies to contribute towards
the identiﬁcation of innovative strategies
and capacity development priorities
for addressing youth unemployment in
Africa. The theme of the studies is Youth
Unemployment in Africa: Capacity Building
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and Innovative Strategies. Under this theme,
the Botswana Institute for Development
Policy Analysis is conducting a study entitled
Youth Unemployment in Africa: Capacity
Building and Innovative Strategies -“Case
Study for Selected Sub-Saharan African
Countries”. This study aims to assess the
causes, impacts and implications of youth
unemployment among selected SSA
countries. These countries are Botswana,
South Africa, Namibia and Swaziland. The
study will proﬁle and characterise the status
and nature of youth unemployment and
identify the challenges, implications and gaps
to draw innovative ways to address youth
unemployment among the SSA countries.
Stakeholder and expert consultations with
development partners, government, private
sector and non-governmental organisations
in addressing youth unemployment were
carried out to identify capacity gaps and
key policy aspects to addressing youth
unemployment. The consultations were
complimented by reviews of success stories
and best practices to inform strategies for
addressing youth unemployment and deﬁne
policy approaches towards an inclusive,
employment-creating
and
sustainable
growth strategy on addressing youth
unemployment in the continent.

1. An Assessment of Diversiﬁcation –
Growth Implications in Botswana and
Emerging Policy Dynamics.
This study evaluates the economic
diversiﬁcation policy focus with the
performance, and progress made towards
the national core objective of economic
diversiﬁcation in Botswana. The rationale
of the review is to assess the implications
on growth of possible indicators of
economic diversiﬁcation with respect to the
envisaged core diversiﬁcation objectives.
The core objectives trade expansion, export
growth and its diversity, industry and nonmining sector expansion and employment
generation, will be assessed using both
qualitative and quantitative approaches. In
order to contribute to policy direction on
building a sustainable inclusive growth model,
the study draws from the policy approaches
of successful countries that led to sustainable
trade and export growth, industry expansion
and employment creation. The assessment
reveals that although more still needs to
be done to fast track the policy reform
process and its implementation, signiﬁcant
progress has been made in setting a requisite
national policy framework to support the
diversiﬁcation process which integrates
policy approaches from other successful
countries. The study recommends more
focus on effective translation of current
strategies into realizable results, and more

emphasis into turning strategies into output.
Added to these, the study also recommends
turning identiﬁed export and investment
opportunities into exploitable activities
since this is a major area that remains
crucial to unlocking the diversiﬁcationtransformation-growth mechanism.
2. Currency Substitution and Inﬂation
Management in Botswana
This study examines the presence of currency
substitution in Botswana, and its relationship
with domestic inﬂation using a GARCHin-Mean model. Currency substitution is
speciﬁcally estimated as a store of value
and, in this case, it is used to assess whether
the depreciation of the local currency
(the Pula) motivates local residents to use
foreign currency to perform the functions
normally carried out in local currency. The
study estimated currency substitution and
inﬂation equations simultaneously, and
the results show the presence of currency
substitution which implies that local currency
depreciation motivates local residents
to demand foreign currency deposits at
commercial banks. They do so to beneﬁt from
exchange rate valuation gains and raise their
local currency value of foreign assets in order
to search for higher expected returns.
3. Determinants of Household Welfare and
Poverty in Botswana, 2002/3 and 2009/10
This
study
investigates
household
determinants of welfare and poverty
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SUPPLY-DRIVEN RESEARCH
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in Botswana. Using the 2002/2003
Household Income and Expenditure
Survey (HIES) and the 2009/10 Botswana
Core Welfare Indicator Survey(BCWIS),
and employing regression analysis, the
study identiﬁes education level and
employment status of the household
head as some of the key determinants
of household welfare and poverty in
Botswana. Furthermore, the study ﬁnds
that residing in rural areas increases the
likelihood of being poor and negatively
relates to welfare. As a result, the study
recommends that public policy must
continue to emphasize on education and
job creation amongst the strategies for
poverty reduction in Botswana. The study
also reemphasizes the importance of
initiatives for rural development as critical
for poverty reduction.

technology on coal-ﬁred power plants is
available, reliable and mature. However,
environmental concerns associated with
coal-ﬁred power generation; the high
costs of construction and maintenance of
power plants; regional demand factors,
including the increasing competition from
renewable sources of energy are major
factors inﬂuencing the feasibility of the
development of coal-ﬁred electricity
exports in Botswana.
5. The Impact of Trading with China on
Botswana’s Economy
The objective of this study is to examine
the impact of trading with China on
Botswana’s domestic and third markets.
The study also assesses the structure
and magnitude of the Botswana-China
bilateral trade. Botswana’s trade balance
with China has been widening over the
past decade, with Botswana mainly
exporting primary products and importing
intermediate and capital goods, which are
mainly used as inputs in the development
of infrastructure in the country. The
increased import penetration from
China is associated with Botswana’s
reduced total manufacturing output.
China’s textile, clothing and footwear
(TCF) exports gained market share from
Botswana’s TCF exports in the third
markets, particularly, South Africa. The
study therefore points out to the need to
consider ways of enhancing Botswana’s
export competitiveness and there are also

4. Toward a Diversiﬁed Economy: A
Preliminary Assessment of the Potential,
Prospects and Challenges of Electricity
Exports from Botswana
The study assesses the prospects and
challenges of coal-ﬁred power exports in
Botswana. Speciﬁcally, the study analyses
how supply factors, such as resource
availability; environmental concerns;
infrastructure and technology as well as
demand factors are likely to affect the
development of thermal power exports
from Botswana. The study concludes that
coal resources are sufﬁcient to support
exports of thermal power and that
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6. Integrated Results Based Management in
Botswana: Institutions, Documentation and
Progress to Date
This study reviews Botswana’s efforts at
implementing an Integrated Results Based
Management (IRBM) system. IBRM is a way of
reforming public sectors through supporting
governments to focus on the achievement of
relevant, transparent goals and objectives.
Among others, the paper explores
international experiences with IRBM, and, as
well as Botswana’s experiences with IRBM
related reform by among others analyses
of Vision 2016, Thematic Working Groups,
monitoring and evaluation in the public sector
and National Development Plan 10 chapter
16. The paper makes recommendations on
how to improve the implementation of IRBM,
in public sector. Amongst others it deﬁnes
the role of leadership in ensuring optimal
implementation of reforms as well as the
types of resources (political, legal, technical,
managerial and others), needed to ensure
this.

7. Budget Brieﬁng: 2015/16 National Budget
Analysis
The 2015/16 Budget Brieﬁng Note provides
an assessment of the 2015/16 national
(Botswana) budget allocations as presented
to the National Assembly. Central to this
Budget Brieﬁng is a review of the growth
and ﬁscal performance versus the budget
strategy proposed, with emphasis on ﬁscal
implications, given
prevailing economic
challenges. The brieﬁng evaluates the
resource allocation priorities in both the
development and recurrent budgets. Three
main budget highlights are provided on the
status and achievements focussing on the
key national challenges of diversiﬁcation,
poverty and unemployment. Furthermore,
the brieﬁng identiﬁes key areas for further
development towards a more result
oriented growth path, given current budget
propositions. The brieﬁng recommends
that to enhance delivery on outcomes for
budget support, more effort should be
directed toward effective implementation
of programmes and strategies in order to
promote the envisaged growth prospects
across sectors within reasonable time.
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lessons to be learned from China in relation
to enhancing productivity in the TCF and
other exporting industries.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING, DISSEMINATION AND
PUBLICATIONS ACTIVITIES

Policy Briefs
5.

The BIDPA continues to develop and strengthen
the analytical, managerial, and methodological
skills of its employees to enhance their ability
to carry out the Institution’s mandate. These
capacity building activities include attendance of
relevant workshops, seminars and short courses.
A measure of success was recorded under the
capacity building mandate as evidenced by the
number of activities recorded.

Mooketsane, K. S. (June 2014). Gender
and Political Representation in Botswana,
BIDPA Policy Brief No. 13.

BIDPA Brieﬁng
6.

Tabengwa, G.G and Sekwati, B. 2014/15
Botswana Government Budget Analysis.

Books/Book Chapters/Monographs
PUBLICATIONS
7.
Working Paper Series
1. Lekobane, K. R. and T.B. Seleka, (May 2014).
Determinants of Household Welfare and
Poverty in Botswana, 2002/03 and 2009/10.:
2. Sengwaketse, M, (July 2014). Towards
a Diversiﬁed Economy: A Preliminary
Assessment of the Potential, Prospects and
Challenges for Electricity Exports From
Botswana. BIDPA Working Paper 39.
3. Sekakela, K. (September 2014). The Impact
of Trading with China on Botswana’s Economy.
BIDPA Working Paper 40:
4. Kaboyakgosi, G. and L. Mookodi,
(September
2014),
“Results
Based
Management in Botswana: Institutions,
Documentation and Progress to Date”. BIDPA
Working Paper 41.
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Grynberg, R., Sengwaketse, M., &
Motswapong, M. (eds). (2014). Botswana
Post Diamond Study Report: A Study into
the Consequences of and Responses to
the Depletion of Botswana’s Diamonds.
Gaborone: Mmegi Publishing House.
Grynberg,
R.,
Sengwaketse,
M.,
Motswapong, M and Sekakela, K. (2014).
Export Diversiﬁcation Policies for Export
Success in Botswana. In R. Grynberg, M.
Sengwaketse & M. Motswapong (Eds),
Botswana After Diamonds: A study into
the consequences of and Responses to
the Depletion of Botswana’s Diamonds,
Gaborone: Mmegi Publishing.
Malope, P. (2014). Public Sector Support
for Inclusive Agribusiness Development –
An Appraisal of Institutional Models in
Botswana. Country Case Studies – Africa.
Food and Agriculture Organisation, Rome.

Journal Articles

10. Tabengwa, G. (2014) - Impact of
Shocks to Public Debt and Government
Expenditure on Human Capital and Growth
in Developing Countries. Journal of
Economics and Behavioral Studies, Vol.
6, No. 1, pp. 44-67.
11. Lekobane, K. R. and Sikalao-Lekobane,
O. L. (2014).
Do Macroeconomic
Variables Inﬂuence Domestic Stock Market
Price Behaviour in Emerging Markets?
A Johansen Co-integration Approach to
the Botswana Stock Market. Journal of
Economics and Behavioral Studies, Vol.
6, No. 5, pp 363-372.
12. Raboloko, M., Motlaleng, G. R. and
Bakwena, M. (2014). Determinants
of Inﬂation in Botswana: 2003 - 2011.
Asian-African Journal of Economics and
Econometrics, Vol. 14, No. 2, 195-21.
13. Sirak, B. and Malope, P. (2014).
Measurement of Competitiveness in
Smallholder Livestock Systems and
Emerging Policy Advocacy: An Application
to Botswana. Food Policy, 49 : 408-417.
14. Kaboyakgosi, G. and Marata, K. (2013).
An Analysis of Botswana’s Implementation
Challenges. Pula: Botswana Journal of
African Studies. Volume 27, Number 2,
2013, 309-324.

Conference Papers
15. Dr Grace Tabengwa and Motsatsi, J.M.:
An Assessment of the Diversiﬁcation
–Growth Implications in Botswana
and Emerging Policy Dynamics. Paper
presented at the conference hosted by
BIDPA/FES/UB under the theme Are
Diamonds there forever? – Prospects
of a Sustainable Development Model
for Botswana, 27-28th August 2014,
Gaborone.
16. Kaboyakgosi, G and Motswapong, M Regulatory Frameworks and Economic
Diversiﬁcation. Paper presented at the
conference hosted by BIDPA/FES/UB
under the theme Are Diamonds there
forever? – Prospects of a Sustainable
Development Model for Botswana, 2728th August 2014, Gaborone
17. Mbayi,
L
(2014).
Technological
Innovation and Export Diversiﬁcation
through the Development of Diamond
Processing Capabilities in Botswana’s
Diamond Cutting and Polishing Industry”
in Are Diamonds there forever? –
Prospects of a Sustainable Development
Model for Botswana. FES/BIDPA/UB.
Gaborone.
18. Grynberg, R (2014). “SACU Revenue
Sharing
Formula,
Diversiﬁcation
and the Automobile Industry”, in Are
Diamonds there forever? – Prospects of
a Sustainable Development Model for
Botswana. FES/BIDPA/UB. Gaborone
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2. PUBLIC FORUMS
Periodically BIDPA alone, or in collaboration
with partners facilitates the sharing of
research outputs with its stakeholders or
public or forums. At these events, policy
makers, researchers, academics, the business
and non-governmental communities, as well
as the media and general public are invited to
critic these outputs. In the past ﬁnancial year,
BIDPA held a number of these public forums:
1. In collaboration with the International
Livestock Institute, BIDPA hosted an
international conference titled Policies
for Competitive Small Holder Livestock
Production. 4-6 March 2015, Gaborone.
2. BIDPA hosted a dissemination workshop
for
African
Economic
Research
Consortium (AERC) on Health Financing
and Catastrophic Payments for Health Care:
Evidence from Household-Level Survey Data
in Botswana and Lesotho on 1st April 2014
3. BIDPA hosted a collaborative national
workshop on climate change with the
Food Agriculture and Natural Resources
Policy Analysis Network (FANRPAN) on
9th July, 2014 at Cresta Lodge, Gaborone.
4. BIDPA hosted a National Conference in
collaboration with UB and FES on the
theme Are Diamonds There Forever? –
Prospects of a Sustainable Development
Model for Botswana. 27-28 August 2014,
Lansmore Masa Hotel, Gaborone
5. BIDPA and BOCCIM hosted a stakeholder
seminar with the title: Botswana After
Diamonds: a Study into the Consequences
of and Response to the Depletion of
Botswana’s Diamonds. 13th November
2014. Lansmore Masa Hotel, Gaborone
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MEMBERSHIP OF TASKFORCES
As part of the BIDPA mandate to provide
technical expertise in a number of areas,
BIDPA staff participates in a number of
taskforces, steering committees and working
groups established by Government to provide
technical support to various Government
ministries and departments.. These included:
1. Ms Keneilwe Marata who was appointed
to serve in the steering committee on
Regional Civil Societies anti Corruption
Steering at a meeting held on 2-4 February,
2015.
2. Professor Patrick Malope participates
in the Technical Reference Group for the
Development of the Botswana National
Climate Change Policy Strategy and
Action Plan.
3. Dr Grace Tabengwa serves as a Reference
Group Member for the development of
the eleventh national development plan,
or NDP 11.
4. Dr Grace Tabengwa serves as a member
of Economic Diversiﬁcation Drive task
force Sectoral Development and Linkages
Committee.
5. Professor Patrick Malope is the
Chairperson of the Technical Reference
Group overseeing the development
of
Climate
Change
Policy
and
Implementation Framework.

2.

Dr Grace Tabengwa provided a two-day
training to Members of Parliament on
Budget Analysis and Revenue Analysis at
the GICC, 27-30 February 2015.

3.

Dr Grace Tabengwa was a panelist at BTv
on the 2014/15 live Budget Discussion
on the 3rd February 2014

4.

The Trade Unit participated in the
Development of the National Energy
Policy June- 2014.

5.

Dr. Grace Tabengwa presented a position
paper on USA/Africa Relations: Southern
African Case at a validation workshop
held on the 18-19 July, 2014 in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

6.

Ms Kedibonye Sekakela presented
a paper titled, The Impact of Trading
with China on the Botswana Economy at
the Botswana Institute of Chartered
Accounts, BICA 8th Bi-annual Conference
on the 30th July 2014, Gaborone.

7.

Dr. Grace Tabengwa presented a Concept
Note for the CSA Scoping Study National
Validation Workshop, 9th July, 2014,
Cresta Lodge Restaurant and Conference
Centre, Gaborone, Botswana.

8.

Dr Letsema Mbayi presented a paper
on Technological Innovation and Export
Diversiﬁcation through the development
of Diamond Processing Capabilities
in Botswana’s Diamond Cutting and
Polishing Industry at a Conference hosted
by BIDPA/FES/UB under the theme Are
Diamonds There Forever? – Prospects
of a Sustainable Development Model
for Botswana, 27-28th August 2014,
Gaborone.

9.

Dr Grace Tabengwa presented a
Conference Paper on “An Assessment of
the Diversiﬁcation-Growth Implications
in Botswana. Conference hosted by
BIDPA/FES/UB under the theme Are
Diamonds there forever? – Prospects
of a Sustainable Development Model
for Botswana, 27-28th August 2014,
Gaborone.

10. Dr. Pelotshweu Moepeng Chaired a
session on Poverty Eradication at a
conference hosted by BIDPA/FES/UB
under the theme Are Diamonds There
Forever? – Prospects of a Sustainable
Development Model for Botswana 2728th August 2014, Gaborone.
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4. CAPACITY BUILDING
4.1. Stakeholder Engagement
1. Dr Grace Tabengwa presented on Budget
Expectations Given Current Economic
Challenges: Press Brieﬁng hosted by Afena
Capital, Gaborone Sun International, 26th
January 2015-02-16.

CAPACITY BUILDING

11. Dr. Pelotshweu Moepeng presented
a paper titled “Linking Agricultural
Development to Government Feeding
Programmes” at the Consultative Forum
on Direct Procurement of Agricultural
Produce for Government Feeding
Programmes organized by the Rural
Development Council on 26 - 27 August
2014.
12. Dr Grace Tabengwa: Discussant of the
National Budget Strategy Paper at the
Budget Pitso hosted by Ministry of
Finance and Development Planning,
Phakalane Golf Estate, 18th September
2014.
13. Dr Grace Tabengwa: Moderator for
4 Sector Speciﬁc Groups - Financial
and Business Services; Manufacturing
and Resource Beneﬁciation; Applied
ICT Agribusiness - at the Botswana
International Trade Centre Investor
Forum: held at Gaborone International
Convention Centre (GICC), Gaborone
21st
October
2014.
INVESTOR
CONSULTATIVE FORUM “Optimizing
Botswana’s
Business
Climate
for
Accelerated Economic Growth” held on 21
October 2014 .
14. Professor Patrick Malope participated as
a panellist on the “Marketing Intelligence
Information Systems: A Key Tool for
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marketing. Private Sector Development
Programme (PSDP) Global Expo. 17-19
November, 2014.
15. Dr. Grace Tabengwa gave a presentation
titled, “Budget Expectations Given
Current Economic Challenges: Press
Brieﬁng”. It was hosted by Afena Capital,
Gaborone Sun International, 26th January
2015.
Workshops/Conferences
1. Professor Patrick Malope attended
a Forum for Agricultural Research In
Africa (FARA) Workshop on Africa
Human Capital in Science, Technology
and Agripreneurship for Food Security
Framework (AHC-STAFF), 26-27 April.
2014, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
2.

Mr. Johnson Maiketso attended a
conference hosted by Trade and Law
Centre TRALAC. The conference was
held on the 16-16 May, 2014 in Cape
Town, South Africa

3.

Johannesburg May 2014, 15th -16th May,
2014 Tralac Conference Cape Town,

4.

Dr Grace Tabengwa, Mr David
Mmopelwa, Mr Raymond Lekobane
and Mrs Lillian Mookodi attended a
workshop on Child Friendly Budgeting
organised by UNICEF, 9th -10th September
2014, Presidents Hotel, Gaborone.

Professor Patrick Malope attended a
Stakeholder Workshop on the Revised
National Policy on Agricultural Development
organised by Ministry of Agriculture, on
25th June 2014, Centre for In-service and
Continuing Education (CICE, Botswana
College of Agriculture

6.

Professor Patrick Malope attended
a Public-Private Dialogue Meeting:
Botswana Beef Value Chain: From Assets to
Investment. Global Expo. 17-19 November,
2014

7.

8.

9.

Mr. Johnson Maiketso attended a
workshop titled SADC/EPA Agreement
under the Trade and Law Centre, TRALAC,
on the 23rd August, 2014 in Capetown,
South Africa.
Dr Grace Tabengwa- attended the UNICEF
Child Friendly Budgeting Workshop:
9-10 September,2014 at the Gaborone
Presidents Hotel, Gaborone
Dr. Pelotshweu Moepeng attended
a meeting hosted by Conservation
Agriculture and Agro Forestry Brief held
on the 26th September, 2014 in Maun .

10. Professor Roman Grynberg attended the
80th Anniversary of SAIIA on the thematic
area of Partnerships to enhance the
Natural Resource Role in Realizing Africa’s
Agenda 2063. The workshop, under the
Governance of FRICAS Resources Project,
was held on the 28th October, 2014 in

Pretoria, South Africa.
11. Ms Lillian Mookodi, Mr. Raymond
Lekobane and Mr David Mmopelwa
attended the UNICEF workshop which
discussed the EPRI Proposal on the Choice
of Dimensions, Indicators and Thresholds
For The Multiple Overlapping Deprivation
Analysis for Botswana, 12thNovember,
2014, Gaborone.
12. Professor Patrick Malope attended BITRI
Stakeholder Consultation Workshop:
15 July 2014, Fair Grounds Holdings
Conference Centre, Gaborone.
13. Dr Gape Kaboyakgosi made Presentations
to the Performance Improvement
Coordinators & Deputy Permanent
Secretaries- the Policy Process and Public
Sector Reforms. Palapye. 10/03/2015
14. Dr Gape Kaboyakgosi made a presentation
to the National Assembly: The Role of
Parliament in Implementation. Dr Gape
Kaboyakgosi made a presentation to the
National Assembly-The Policy Process in
Botswana 06/11/2014. Gaborone
15. Dr Gape Kaboyakgosi made a presentation
National Business Conference-Global
Best Practices in Anticorruption0Lessons
for Botswana?
16. Ms Keneilwe Marata made a presentation:
Accountability and Transparency in the
SADC Region: SADC-Council of NonGovernmental Organisations Meeting.
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Staff Issues

Johannesburg, 21/10/2014
Meetings
1. Prof Patrick Malope attended the
Technical Reference Group Meeting
to consider the Draft Stakeholder
Interim Report from the Consultants
on Botswana’s Climate Change Policy
and Implementation Framework, 1 July
2014, Fairgrounds Holdings Conference
Centre, Gaborone.
2.

3.

4.

Prof Patrick Malope the Kgatleng
Beef Cluster Formation, Organised by
the Agriculture Hub. The objective of
the meeting was to get stakeholder
contribution to the formation of pilot
beef cluster in Kgatleng District, Rasesa
Lodge, 7 August 2014.
Dr. Pelotshweu Moepeng attended
an EDD Thematic Team meeting: 10th
September, 2014, Ministry of Trade and
Industry, Gaborone.
Prof

Patrick
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Reference Group Meeting of Statistics
Botswana on the 2015 Agricultural Census
Project to ﬁnalise the 2015 Agricultural
Census Questionnaires: 10 October
2014, Gaborone.
5.

Pelotshweu Moepeng attended a
meeting organised by UB Economics
Department on

6.

Dr. Molefe Phirinyane attended a meeting
hosted by BIDPA in collaboration with
United Nations University - Comparative
Regional Integration Studies on the 24th
November, 2014, in Gaborone.

7.

BIDPA hosted the Swaziland Economic
Policy Analysis and Research Centre
(SEPARC) on the 1st to 2 December
2014, BIDPA, Gaborone.

8.

Ms
Marata
attended
Regional
Anticorruption Steering Committee
Meeting. 2-4 February 2015

Staff Issues

2.

Ms Lillian Mookodi attended a two
weeks short course on Multidimensional
Poverty Analysis: 11th -23rd, August 2014
in Oxford, UK.

3.

Mr. Johane Motsatsi and Mr. Mpho
Raboloko attended a workshop titled
Introduction to Computable General
Equilibrium CGE) Modeling offered by
TIPS: 27-31 October, 2015, Pretoria,
South Africa.

4.

Ms Naledi Modisaatsone returned
from attachment with the Centre
on International Development and
Governance at the Urban Institute in
the United States of America (photo to
be availed later) .

Recruitment
The Institute welcomed The Human
Resources
Manager,
Mr.
Moagisi
Gokatweng who joined the on 1st April,
2014. The Institute also welcome Mr. Mpho
Raboloko as Research Assistant under the
Microeconomic who joined on the 2014.
(Photos to be availed later)
Resignations
Two members of the research staff Dr.
Pelotshweu Moepeng and Dr. Letsema
Mbayi resigned, from BIDPA. We take this
moment to wish them growth in their chosen
professions.
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Staff Training
1. Mr. Masedi Motswapong attended a
regional short course on Key Issues on
the International Economic Agenda. 9-27
February, 2015, in Mauritius.
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FINANCIALS

Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis

Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015
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Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis

Notes to the annual financial statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2015
In Pula

FINANCIALS

3. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Deposits
Prepayment

2015

2014

888 932
327 455
-

1 835 960
604 001
8 000
10 114

1 216 387

2 458 075

Trade receivables past due but not impaired
Trade receivables that are less than 3 months past due are not considered impaired. At 31 March 2015 there were
no Trade receivables that were past due but not impaired (2014: P259 492). No impairment provision has been
recognised.
2015

2014
Gross
amount
1 554 126
22 342
259 492
1 835 960

Gross amount
514 216
12 500
313 600
48 616
888 932

Current
1 to 30 days
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
91 days and over

The carrying amount of trade and other receivables approximates their fair value.
The credit quality of trade receivables that are neither past nor due nor impaired can be assessed as good since
most of these are non-governmental organisations with adequate support from their respective governments.
4. Other financial assets
Money market investments
Stanlib Botswana Money Market Fund
These money market investmentinterest at a rate of 7.2% per annum (2014: 4.2%)
per annum.
Fixed deposits
Bank Gaborone Limited
Capital Bank Limited
These short-term investments carry interest at 6.7% and 7.0% per annum
respectively (2014: 6.8% and 7.0% per annum respectively).
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2015

2014

270 565

257 786

7 409 143
717 384

3 449 434
677 106

8 126 527

4 126 540

Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis

for the year ended 31 March 2015
In Pula

2015

2014

270 565
8 126 527
8 397 092

257 786
4 126 540
4 384 326

4 988
6 483 592
6 488 580

5 001
7 624 119
7 629 120

766 582
4 414 782
629 394
61 155

966
785 995
5 643 667
222 403
66 152

5 871 913

6 719 183

Project costs
Gains on exchange differences
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Employee costs
Auditor’s remuneration - audit fees
- non audit fees
Insurance
Amortisation of grant income

1 234 686
(215 714)
724 191
17 017 172
98 462
20 200
173 514
(691 348)

350 598
(44 356)
635 437
14 872 167
79 125
16 120
80 428
(602 738)

8. Grant income
Government of Botswana

18 130 236

18 112 263

512 766

216 159

5. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand
Bank balance

6. Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Accrued leave pay
Gratuity accrual
Other payables
Value added tax

7. Operating surplus
Operating surplus for the year is stated after accounting for the following:

9. Investment income
Interest income
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4. Other financial assets (continued)
Current assets
Money market investments
Fixed deposits
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